The ornamental design for a skateboard with transparent wheel having an inner core, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment of my new design of a skateboard with transparent wheel having an inner core in which the board is transparent and in which the inner core illuminates violet/purple using the USPTO convention of vertical dashed lines for violet/purple;

FIG. 2 is a first side view of the design of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a second side view of the design of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a top view of the design of FIG. 1;

FIG. 5 is a bottom view of the design of FIG. 1, wherein the dashed lines are showing topological features of the top side of the transparent board;

FIG. 6 is a front view of the design of FIG. 1;

FIG. 7 is a back view of the design of FIG. 1, wherein the dashed lines are showing topological features of the top side of the transparent board;

FIG. 8 is a perspective view of a second embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the inner core illuminates blue using the USPTO convention of horizontal solid lines for blue;

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a third embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the inner core illuminates green using the USPTO convention of right diagonal solid lines for green;

FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a fourth embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the inner core illuminates yellow/gold using the USPTO convention of horizontal hatched lines for yellow/gold;

FIG. 11 is a perspective view of a fifth embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the inner core illuminates orange using the USPTO convention of diagonal hatched lines for orange;

FIG. 12 is a perspective view of a sixth embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the inner core illuminates red/pink using the USPTO convention of vertical solid lines for red/pink;

FIG. 13 is a perspective view of a seventh embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the inner core illuminates white light; and,

FIG. 14 is a perspective view of an eighth embodiment of the design of FIG. 1, in which the transparent wheel having an inner core is not illuminating.

The broken lines depicting the details deck as seen from the bottom in FIGS. 5 and 7 form no part of the claimed design. The broken lines represent details of the deck of the skateboard that form no part of the claim.
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